
At TNO we know that manufacturing

air coolers is a highty competitive

business. Wtth TNO’s trusted

expertise sotidly behind you, your

company can focus on reaching your

target market with supporting

product deveÏopment through TNO’s

research, consultancy and

independent test data in conformtbj

with European standards.

Developing air coolers and/or condensers

requires extensîve product testing. At

TNO’s institute, our comprehensive test

facilities are capable of measuring cooler

and condenser capacitîes very accurately.

You’ll be glad to know that we can

measure the effects of even small

modifications on their performance. In the

process, TNO can help explain the science

of thermodynamic effects while gîving

your company sound practical advice, too
— all at the same time.

Independent laboratories such as TNO

O continue to inspect products of Eurovent

certified members within strict scientific

standards. Plus TNO’s collaborative
working relationship with organizations

such as Eurovent provides product

performance certification. It guarantees

customer satisfaction with our dient’s

manufactured products.

Explaining technical features

At TNO we are very excited about our test

facilities especially our new calorimeter

chamber. Our calorimeter chamber meets

today’s strictest measurement

requirements. The new facility gives us
two separate ways to determine air cooler
or condenser capacity based on two
different principles. Using two different
measurement principles — calorimeter and

coolant — results can be compared with

each other which assures very accurate

TNO’s measurement facilities can test heat

exchanger capacity for continuity

including or excluding heat supplied by

the fan.

The calorimeter chamber measurement

method

With TNO’s calorimeter chamber method,

we measure all heat flows going to the

inner cell. Total heat flow is cooled away

by the cooler and hence the capacity of the

cooler is determined. The most difficult

measurement challenge we face in this

process is to determine an accurate heat

flow through the cell wall. In order to
determine and calculate the heat flow

through the wall, a stable and controlled

temperature profile over the wall is
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results. Therefore TNO guarantees Testfaciliby of the air coolers at TNO’s

satisfaction, and our results meet the laboratories.

highest standards possible. In figure 1,

here is a diagram of TNO’s measurement

facilities.
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neccesary. Therefore a facility is build with

double walis so that, between these two

walls, the chamber’s climate conditions —

as well as those within the inner cell — are

controlled. With TNO’s innovative

approach, the zST over the inner wall

together with the heat flow through the

wall is accurately, and completely,

controlled. Together with the measured

consumed electric power of the heaters

and fans, all flows are known. The sum of

all energy ffows is the coolers capacity.

The coolaut flow measurement method

AT TNO, we also measure the enthalpy

difference between the incoming and

outgoing coolant. With this conventional

method, you can trust TNO to measure the

capacity that simply follows from zXH x

mass flow.

Measurements, in general, are taken under

dry conditions so that the dew point is

less than the coolant’s evaporation

temperature. However controlled dew

point measurements are also possible.

TNO’s current test package meets the most

important standards EN 328, EN 327 for air
coolers, condensers and heat exchangers.

Tests can be carried Out under a variety of

standard conditions (SC):

SC1 10 0

SC2 0 -8

SC3 -18 -25

504 -25 -31

SOS -34 -40

of enern’. To this end we deeelop and apply knowledge

and innovative technologies.
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Resuits

Using both measurement methods —

calorimeter and coolant — we can compare

these results. The difference between these

two methods is (and should be) less than 4

percent. Using this method of comparing

the measurement results meet highest

European standards possible.

TNO Apeldoorn is already the only testing

facility recognized by Eurovent for

refrigerating and freezing cabinets.

Together with this new test facility, TNO

has expanded it’s test and research

package to nearly all existing cooling

appliances (Transport, domestic,

commercial and industrial).
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